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Description

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] This application relates to the field of computer
technologies, and in particular, to a network interface
card (NIC for short), a computing device for processing
a data packet, and a data packet processing method sep-
arately executed by the NIC and the computing device.

BACKGROUND

[0002] In a cloud computing environment, a service
needs to be provided for a relatively large quantity of
users. Therefore, there is usually a relatively large quan-
tity of computing devices in a data center for providing a
cloud service. In addition, multiple virtual machines (VM),
for example, a VM-1 to a VM-n in FIG. 1, run on each
computing device. A VM communicates, by using a vir-
tual switch (VS for short), with a VM running on another
computing device or a VM on a same computing device.
A software-defined networking (SDN for short) controller
centrally controls virtual switches on all computing de-
vices. Currently, a common virtual switch includes an
open vSwitch. The SDN controller generally controls all
virtual switches by using a flow table defined in the Open-
Flow protocol.
[0003] Hardware resources on each computing device
need to support running of at least multiple VMs, a virtual
switch, and a virtual machine monitor. The virtual ma-
chine monitor is also referred to as a virtual machine man-
ager or a hypervisor. Each computing device has limited
hardware resources. If a virtual switch responsible for a
data exchanging task occupies excessive hardware re-
sources, running of a VM on the computing device is
easily affected, and operating efficiency is reduced.
[0004] D1 (WO 2015/173759 A1) discloses a specific
implementation of a packets forwarding overlay network
based on an underlay network.
[0005] D2 (US 2015/0043576 A1) discloses a method
of forwarding packets by building connections between
switches and a controller though APR packets, the first
packet from a first host to a second host reaches the
controller first.
[0006] D3 (US 2014/0328350 A1) discloses a method
of forwarding packets. When a first-hop switch fails to
find a matching flow table of a packet, the first-hop switch
sends the packet to a controller to get the matching flow
table from the controller. Then the first-hop switch can
use the matching flow table to forward the packet.
[0007] D4 (US 2013/0266007 A1) discloses a method
of forwarding packets. A SDN controller sends SDN
routes to each switch in the network.
[0008] D5 (CN104205080 A) discloses a method for
forwarding packets.
[0009] D6 (CN103856573 A) discloses a method for
configuring a NIC with IP address.

SUMMARY

[0010] This application provides a data packet
processing method, to improve data packet processing
efficiency.
[0011] According to a first aspect of this application, a
data packet processing method is provided, where the
method is applied to a computing device, the computing
device includes a network interface card NIC and a host,
the NIC establishes a communications connection to the
host, a virtual machine VM runs on the host, and the
method includes: receiving, by the NIC, which is a hard-
ware device, a first data packet of a data flow; querying,
by the NIC, a NIC-accessible flow table set according to
matching information of the first data packet; and when
a flow table corresponding to the NIC-accessible data
flow cannot be obtained by means of matching, forward-
ing, by the NIC, the first data packet to a virtual switch
running on the host, where after receiving the first data
packet, the virtual switch obtains the flow table corre-
sponding to the data flow from an SDN controller, so that
the flow table corresponding to the data flow is added to
the NIC-accessible flow table set and a virtual-switch-
accessible flow table set. After the forwarding , by the
NIC, the first data packet to the virtual switch, the method
further comprises: performing, by the virtual switch,
matching between the first data packet and the flow table
that is corresponding to the data flow and that is in the
virtual-switch-accessible flow table set, to obtain data
packet routing information of the data flow; receiving, by
the NIC, a first data packet returned by the virtual switch,
wherein the returned first data packet comprises a port
identifier corresponding to a destination VM, the port
identifier is a virtual switch port identifier or a NIC port
identifier, and the port identifier is added by the virtual
switch according to the data packet routing information
of the data flow; and forwarding, by the NIC, the first data
packet to the destination VM according to the port iden-
tifier.
[0012] After the virtual switch obtains the flow table cor-
responding to the data flow by using the first data packet,
the virtual switch or a monitoring module running on the
host saves the flow table corresponding to the data flow
into the flow table set.
[0013] During actual running, after receiving a data
packet, the NIC queries a flow table set according to
matching information of the data packet. If a flow table
corresponding to a data flow which comprises the data
packet cannot be obtained, it indicates that the data pack-
et is the 1st data packet of the data flow which comprises
the data packet, or the data packet is not the 1st data
packet of the data flow which comprises the data packet,
but a flow table corresponding to the data flow in the flow
table set is aged.
[0014] In the data packet processing method, the NIC
executes an action of performing matching between a
flow table and a data packet, to improve data packet
processing efficiency, and sends, to the virtual switch, a
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data packet that cannot match a flow table, to obtain a
corresponding flow table used by the NIC to process a
subsequent data packet of the data flow.
[0015] Optionally, at least one virtual switch port is con-
figured on the virtual switch running on the host, each
virtual switch port is corresponding to one VM running
on the host, and before the receiving, by the NIC, the first
data packet, the method further includes: receiving, by
the NIC, configuration information of the virtual switch
port; and configuring, by the NIC, at least one NIC port
on the NIC according to the configuration information of
the virtual switch port, where each NIC port connects, by
using a single-root input/output virtualization (SR-I/OV
for short) technology, to one VM running on the host.
[0016] Configuration of the virtual switch port and the
NIC port may be completed before the data packet
processing method provided in the first aspect, and a
NIC driver running on the host may send the configuration
information of the virtual switch port to the NIC.
[0017] Optionally, the flow table corresponding to the
data flow includes data packet routing information of the
data flow, and after forwarding the first data packet to the
virtual switch, the method further includes: querying, by
the NIC, the flow table set according to the matching in-
formation of the first data packet, to obtain the flow table
corresponding to the data flow, and forwards the first data
packet to a destination VM according to the data packet
routing information of the data flow. The data packet rout-
ing information of the data flow indicates a NIC port cor-
responding to the destination VM.
[0018] After the virtual switch or the monitoring module
running on the host saves the flow table corresponding
to the data flow into the flow table set, the NIC queries
the flow table set according to the matching information
of the first data packet, and in this case, the flow table
corresponding to the data flow has been stored in the
flow table set. After sending the first data packet to the
virtual switch, the NIC may periodically perform matching
between the first data packet and a flow table in the flow
table set.
[0019] Alternatively, after the flow table corresponding
to the data flow is saved into the flow table set, a notifi-
cation message is sent to the NIC, to instruct the NIC to
perform matching between the first data packet and a
flow table in the flow table set.
[0020] In this implementation manner, the virtual
switch does not need to perform matching between the
first data packet and a flow table, thereby reducing an
operating load of the virtual switch.
[0021] Optionally, the flow table corresponding to the
data flow includes data packet routing information of the
data flow, and after forwarding the first data packet to the
virtual switch, the method further includes: receiving, by
the NIC, a first data packet returned by the virtual switch,
where the returned first data packet includes a port iden-
tifier corresponding to a destination VM, and the port
identifier is a virtual switch port identifier or a NIC port
identifier; and forwarding, by the NIC, the first data packet

to the destination VM according to the port identifier. The
port identifier is added by the virtual switch according to
the data packet routing information of the data flow.
[0022] In this manner, the NIC does not need to per-
form matching for the first data packet, thereby improving
the data packet processing efficiency.
[0023] Optionally, the virtual switch communicates
with the NIC by using at least one queue, and each queue
is corresponding to one VM running on the host; and after
forwarding the first data packet to the virtual switch, the
method further includes: receiving, by the NIC, the first
data packet from a queue corresponding to a destination
VM of the first data packet; and forwarding, by the NIC
according to queue information of the queue correspond-
ing to the destination VM, the first data packet to the
destination VM from a NIC port corresponding to the des-
tination VM.
[0024] After obtaining data packet routing information
of the data flow, the virtual switch saves the first data
packet in the queue corresponding to the destination VM
according to the data packet routing information of the
data flow. The NIC receives the first data packet from the
queue corresponding to the destination VM. The NIC
driver running on the host sends the queue information
of the queue corresponding to the destination VM to the
NIC. The queue information is used to notify the NIC that
the first data information is used to notify the NIC that the
first data packet is obtained from the queue correspond-
ing to the destination VM The NIC forwards, according
to a prestored correspondence between a queue and a
NIC port, the first data packet to the destination VM from
the NIC port corresponding to the destination VM
[0025] In this manner, the NIC does not need to per-
form matching for the first data packet, and compared
with the foregoing third implementation manner, the NIC
does not need to convert the port identifier, thereby fur-
ther improving the data packet processing efficiency. Ac-
cording to a second aspect of this application, a NIC is
provided, and the NIC is configured to execute the data
packet processing method provided in the first aspect of
this application. The NIC is a hardware device and in-
cludes a host interface, a network interface, and a
processing chip. The network interface is configured to
communicate with an external network, and the network
interface establishes a communications connection to
the processing chip. The host interface is configured to
communicate with a host, the host interface establishes
a communications connection to the processing chip, and
a VM runs on the host. The network interface is config-
ured to receive a first data packet of a data flow. The
processing chip is configured to: query a flow table set
according to matching information of the first data packet,
and when a flow table corresponding to the data flow
cannot be obtained in the NIC-accessible flow table set,
forward, by using the host interface, the first data packet
to a virtual switch running on the host. After receiving the
first data packet, the virtual switch obtains the flow table
corresponding to the data flow from an SDN controller,
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so that the flow table corresponding to the data flow is
added to the NIC-accessible flow table set and a virtual-
switch-accessible flow table set, the virtual switch per-
forms matching between the first data packet and the
flow table that is corresponding to the data flow and that
is in the virtual-switch-accessible flow table set, to obtain
data packet routing information of the data flow. The
processing chip is further configured to receive a first
data packet returned by the virtual switch, wherein the
returned first data packet comprises a port identifier cor-
responding to a destination VM, the port identifier is a
virtual switch port identifier or a NIC port identifier, the
port identifier is added by the virtual switch according to
data packet routing information of the data flow, and the
flow table corresponding to the data flow comprises the
data packet routing information of the data flow; and the
processing chip is further configured to forward the first
data packet to the destination VM according to the port
identifier.
[0026] The NIC can execute an action of performing
matching between a flow table and a data packet, thereby
improving data packet processing efficiency, and the NIC
sends, to the virtual switch, a data packet that cannot
match a flow table, to obtain a corresponding flow table
used by the NIC to process a subsequent data packet of
the data flow.
[0027] Optionally at least one virtual switch port is con-
figured on the virtual switch running on the host, and each
virtual switch port is corresponding to one VM running
on the host; and the processing chip is further configured
to receive configuration information of the virtual switch
port, and configure at least one NIC port on the NIC ac-
cording to the configuration information of the virtual
switch port. Each NIC port connects, by using an SR-
I/OV technology, to one VM running on the host.
[0028] Optionally, the processing chip is further con-
figured to: query the flow table set according to the match-
ing information of the first data packet, to obtain the flow
table corresponding to the data flow, where the flow table
corresponding to the data flow includes data packet rout-
ing information of the data flow, and forward the first data
packet to a destination VM according to the data packet
routing information of the data flow.
[0029] In this manner, the virtual switch does not need
to perform matching for the first data packet, thereby re-
ducing an operating load of the virtual switch.
[0030] With reference to the first implementation man-
ner of the second aspect, in a third implementation man-
ner of the second aspect, the processing chip is further
configured to receive a first data packet returned by the
virtual switch, where the returned first data packet in-
cludes a port identifier corresponding to a destination VM,
the port identifier is a virtual switch port identifier or a NIC
port identifier, the port identifier is added by the virtual
switch according to data packet routing information of
the data flow, and the flow table corresponding to the
data flow includes the data packet routing information of
the data flow; and the processing chip is further config-

ured to forward the first data packet to the destination
VM according to the port identifier.
[0031] In this implementation manner, the NIC does
not need to perform matching between the first data pack-
et and a flow table, thereby improving the data packet
processing efficiency.
[0032] With reference to the first implementation man-
ner of the second aspect, in a fourth implementation man-
ner of the second aspect, the virtual switch communi-
cates with the NIC by using at least one queue, and each
queue is corresponding to one VM running on the host;
and the processing chip is further configured to receive
the second data packet from a queue corresponding to
a destination VM of the first data packet, and forward,
according to queue information of the queue correspond-
ing to the destination VM, the second data packet to the
destination VM from a NIC port corresponding to the des-
tination VM.
[0033] In this implementation manner, the NIC does
not need to perform matching between the first data pack-
et and a flow table, and compared with the foregoing third
implementation manner, the NIC does not need to con-
vert the port identifier, thereby further improving the data
packet processing efficiency.
[0034] According to a third aspect of this application,
a data packet processing method is provided, where the
method is applied to a computing device, the computing
device includes a network interface card NIC and a host,
the NIC establishes a communications connection to the
host, a virtual machine VM runs on the host, and the
method includes: receiving, by the NIC, a second data
packet of a data flow; querying, by the NIC, a flow table
set according to matching information of the second data
packet, to obtain a flow table corresponding to the data
flow, where the flow table corresponding to the data flow
includes data packet routing information of the data flow;
and forwarding, by the NIC, the second data packet to a
destination VM according to the data packet routing in-
formation of the data flow.
[0035] In the data packet processing method, the NIC
executes an action of performing matching between a
flow table and a data packet, thereby improving the data
packet processing efficiency.
[0036] With reference to the third aspect, in a first im-
plementation manner of the third aspect, the NIC con-
nects, by using an SR-I/OV technology, to the VM running
on the host; and the NIC forwards, according to the data
packet routing information of the data flow, the second
data packet to the destination VM by using a connection
between the NIC and the destination VM.
[0037] With reference to the first implementation man-
ner of the third aspect, in a second implementation man-
ner of the third aspect, at least one virtual switch port is
configured on a virtual switch running on the host, and
each virtual switch port is corresponding to one VM run-
ning on the host; and before the receiving, by the NIC, a
second data packet of a data flow, the method further
includes: receiving, by the NIC, configuration information
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of the virtual switch port; and configuring at least one NIC
port on the NIC according to the configuration information
of the virtual switch port, where each NIC port connects,
by using the SR-I/OV technology, to one VM running on
the host, and the data packet routing information of the
data flow indicates a NIC port corresponding to the des-
tination VM.
[0038] With reference to the second implementation
manner of the third aspect, in a third implementation man-
ner of the third aspect, before the receiving, by the NIC,
a second data packet of a data flow, the method further
includes: receiving, by the NIC, a third data packet of the
data flow; querying, by the NIC, the flow table set accord-
ing to matching information of the third data packet; and
when the flow table corresponding to the data flow cannot
be obtained by means of matching, forwarding, by the
NIC, the third data packet to the virtual switch running on
the host, where after receiving the third data packet, the
virtual switch obtains the flow table corresponding to the
data flow from an SDN controller, so that the flow table
corresponding to the data flow is added to the flow table
set.
[0039] With reference to the third implementation man-
ner of the third aspect, in a fourth implementation manner
of the third aspect, after the forwarding the third data
packet to the virtual switch, the method further includes:
querying, by the NIC, the flow table set according to the
matching information of the third data packet, to obtain
the flow table corresponding to the data flow, and for-
warding the third data packet to the destination VM ac-
cording to the data packet routing information of the data
flow. With reference to the third implementation manner
of the third aspect, in a fifth implementation manner of
the third aspect, after the forwarding the third data packet
to the virtual switch, the method further includes: receiv-
ing, by the NIC, a third data packet returned by the virtual
switch, where the returned third data packet includes a
port identifier corresponding to the destination VM, the
port identifier is a virtual switch port identifier or a NIC
port identifier, and the port identifier is added by the virtual
switch according to the data packet routing information
of the data flow; and forwarding, by the NIC, the third
data packet to the destination VM according to the port
identifier.
[0040] With reference to the third implementation man-
ner of the third aspect, in a sixth implementation manner
of the third aspect, the virtual switch communicates with
the NIC by using at least one queue, and each queue is
corresponding to one VM running on the host; and after
the forwarding the third data packet to the virtual switch,
the method further includes: receiving, by the NIC, the
third data packet from a queue corresponding to the des-
tination VM; and forwarding, by the NIC according to
queue information of the queue corresponding to the des-
tination VM, the third data packet to the destination VM
from the NIC port corresponding to the destination VM.
[0041] With reference to any one of the third aspect or
the foregoing implementation manners of the third as-

pect, in a seventh implementation manner of the third
aspect, the receiving, by the NIC, a second data packet
of a data flow includes: receiving, by the NIC, an overlay-
type data packet, where the overlay-type data packet in-
cludes an overlay header and the second data packet,
the overlay header includes a Virtual Extensible Local
Area Network VXLAN header, a Network Virtualization
using Generic Routing Encapsulation NVGRE header,
or a Stateless Transport Tunneling STT header; and
stripping, by the NIC, the overlay header of the overlay-
type data packet, to obtain the second data packet.
[0042] It should be noted that if an overlay technology
is used for all data packets of the data flow, the NIC also
needs to strip an overlay header corresponding to the
third data packet, to obtain the third data packet. In this
implementation manner, it is provided as an example that
the NIC strips the overlay-type data packet. Actually, after
receiving another overlay-type data packet of the data
flow, the NIC also strips an overlay header to obtain an
inside data packet.
[0043] In this implementation manner, the NIC imple-
ments stripping of the overlay header, thereby reducing
an operating load of the host.
[0044] With reference to any one of the third aspect or
the foregoing implementation manners of the third as-
pect, in an eighth implementation manner of the third
aspect, before the forwarding, by the NIC, the second
data packet to a destination VM, the method further in-
cludes: performing, by the NIC, a security group check
on the second data packet, and after the NIC determines
that the second data packet passes the security group
check, performing the step of forwarding the second data
packet to the destination VM.
[0045] It should be noted that if a security group is con-
figured for all the data packets of the data flow, the NIC
does not forward the third data packet until the NIC de-
termines that the third data packet passes a security
group check. In this implementation manner, it is provid-
ed as an example that the NIC performs the security
group check on the second data packet. Actually, before
forwarding another data packet of the data flow, the NIC
also needs to perform a security group check on the an-
other data packet. In this implementation manner, the
NIC further implements the security group check on the
second data packet, thereby improving data packet re-
ceiving and sending security and further reducing an op-
erating load of the host.
[0046] According to a fourth aspect of this application,
a NIC is provided, and the NIC is configured to execute
the data packet processing method provided in the third
aspect. The NIC includes a host interface, a network in-
terface, and a processing chip. The network interface is
configured to communicate with an external network, and
the network interface establishes a communications con-
nection to the processing chip. The host interface is con-
figured to communicate with a host, the host interface
establishes a communications connection to the
processing chip, and a VM runs on the host. The network
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interface is configured to receive a second data packet
of a data flow. The processing chip is configured to: query
a flow table set according to matching information of the
second data packet, to obtain a flow table corresponding
to the data flow, where the flow table corresponding to
the data flow includes data packet routing information of
the data flow; and forward the second data packet to a
destination VM according to the data packet routing in-
formation of the data flow. With reference to the fourth
aspect, in a first implementation manner of the fourth
aspect, the NIC connects, by using an SR-I/OV technol-
ogy, to the VM running on the host; and
the processing chip is configured to forward, according
to the data packet routing information of the data flow,
the second data packet to the destination VM by using a
connection between the NIC and the destination VM.
[0047] With reference to the first implementation man-
ner of the fourth aspect, in a second implementation man-
ner of the fourth aspect, at least one virtual switch port
is configured on a virtual switch running on the host, and
each virtual switch port is corresponding to one VM run-
ning on the host; and the processing chip is further con-
figured to receive configuration information of the virtual
switch port, and configure at least one NIC port on the
NIC according to the configuration information of the vir-
tual switch port. Each NIC port connects, by using the
SR-I/OV technology, to one VM running on the host. The
data packet routing information of the data flow indicates
a NIC port corresponding to the destination VM.
[0048] With reference to the second implementation
manner of the fourth aspect, in a third implementation
manner of the fourth aspect, the network interface is fur-
ther configured to receive a third data packet of the data
flow; and the processing chip is further configured to:
query the flow table set according to matching informa-
tion of the third data packet, and when the flow table
corresponding to the data flow cannot be obtained by
means of matching, forward the third data packet to the
virtual switch running on the host. After receiving the third
data packet, the virtual switch obtains the flow table cor-
responding to the data flow from an SDN controller, so
that the flow table corresponding to the data flow is added
to the flow table set.
[0049] With reference to the third implementation man-
ner of the fourth aspect, in a fourth implementation man-
ner of the fourth aspect, the processing chip is further
configured to: query the flow table set according to the
matching information of the third data packet, to obtain
the flow table corresponding to the data flow, and forward
the third data packet to the destination VM according to
the data packet routing information of the data flow.
[0050] With reference to the third implementation man-
ner of the fourth aspect, in a fifth implementation manner
of the fourth aspect, the processing chip is further con-
figured to receive a third data packet returned by the vir-
tual switch, where the returned third data packet includes
a port identifier corresponding to the destination VM, the
port identifier is a virtual switch port identifier or a NIC

port identifier, and the port identifier is added by the virtual
switch according to the data packet routing information
of the data flow; and the processing chip is further con-
figured to forward the third data packet to the destination
VM according to the port identifier.
[0051] With reference to the third implementation man-
ner of the fourth aspect, in a sixth implementation manner
of the fourth aspect, the virtual switch communicates with
the NIC by using at least one queue, and each queue is
corresponding to one VM running on the host; and the
processing chip is further configured to receive the third
data packet from a queue corresponding to the destina-
tion VM, and forward, according to queue information of
the queue corresponding to the destination VM, the third
data packet to the destination VM from the NIC port cor-
responding to the destination VM.
[0052] With reference to any one of the fourth aspect
or the foregoing implementation manners of the fourth
aspect, in a seventh implementation manner of the fourth
aspect, the network interface is configured to receive an
overlay-type data packet, where the overlay-type data
packet includes an overlay header and the second data
packet, the overlay header includes a Virtual Extensible
Local Area Network VXLAN header, a Network Virtuali-
zation using Generic Routing Encapsulation NVGRE
header, or a Stateless Transport Tunneling STT header;
and the processing chip is configured to strip the overlay
header of the overlay-type data packet, to obtain the sec-
ond data packet.
[0053] With reference to any one of the fourth aspect
or the foregoing implementation manners of the fourth
aspect, in an eighth implementation manner of the fourth
aspect, before forwarding the second data packet to the
destination VM, the processing chip is further configured
to perform a security group check on the second data
packet, and after the processing chip determines that the
second data packet passes the security group check,
perform the step of forwarding the second data packet
to the destination VM.
[0054] According to a fifth aspect of this application, a
computing device is provided. The computing device in-
cludes a network interface card NIC and a host, the NIC
establishes a communications connection to the host, a
virtual machine VM and a virtual switch run on the host,
at least one virtual switch port is configured on the virtual
switch, and each virtual switch port is corresponding to
one VM running on the host. The host is configured to
send configuration information of the virtual switch port
to the NIC; and the NIC is configured to configure at least
one NIC port on the NIC according to the configuration
information of the virtual switch port. Each NIC port con-
nects, by using an SR-I/OV technology, to one VM run-
ning on the host. The NIC is further configured to receive
a second data packet of a data flow; query a flow table
set according to matching information of the second data
packet, to obtain a flow table corresponding to the data
flow, where the flow table corresponding to the data flow
includes data packet routing information of the data flow,
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and the data packet routing information of the data flow
indicates a NIC port corresponding to a destination VM;
and forward the first data packet to the destination VM
according to the data packet routing information of the
data flow.
[0055] With reference to the fifth aspect, in a first im-
plementation manner of the fifth aspect, the NIC is further
configured to receive a third data packet of the data flow,
query the flow table set according to matching informa-
tion of the third data packet, and when the flow table
corresponding to the data flow cannot be obtained by
means of matching, forward the third data packet to the
host; and the host is configured to: after receiving the
third data packet, obtain the flow table corresponding to
the data flow from an SDN controller, so that the flow
table corresponding to the data flow is added to the flow
table set.
[0056] Specifically, the NIC sends the third data packet
to the virtual switch running on the host.
[0057] With reference to the first implementation man-
ner of the fifth aspect, in a second implementation man-
ner of the fifth aspect, the NIC is further configured to:
query the flow table set according to the matching infor-
mation of the third data packet, to obtain the flow table
corresponding to the data flow, and forward the third data
packet to the destination VM according to the data packet
routing information of the data flow. After the flow table
corresponding to the data flow is added to the flow table
set, the NIC queries the flow table set according to the
matching information of the third data packet.
[0058] With reference to the first implementation man-
ner of the fifth aspect, in a third implementation manner
of the fifth aspect, the host is further configured to gen-
erate a returned third data packet, where the returned
third data packet includes a port identifier corresponding
to the destination VM, the port identifier is a virtual switch
port identifier or a NIC port identifier, and the port identifier
is added by the host according to the data packet routing
information of the data flow; and the NIC is further con-
figured to receive the returned third data packet, and for-
ward the third data packet to the destination VM accord-
ing to the port identifier.
[0059] With reference to the first implementation man-
ner of the fifth aspect, in a fourth implementation manner
of the fifth aspect, the virtual switch communicates with
the NIC by using at least one queue, and each queue is
corresponding to one VM running on the host; the host
is further configured to send the third data packet to a
queue corresponding to the destination VM; and the NIC
is further configured to receive the third data packet from
the queue corresponding to the destination VM, and for-
ward, according to queue information of the queue cor-
responding to the destination VM, the third data packet
to the destination VM from the NIC port corresponding
to the destination VM.
[0060] After receiving the third data packet sent by the
NIC, the host sends the third data packet to the queue
corresponding to the destination VM.

[0061] With reference to any one of the fifth aspect or
the foregoing implementation manners of the fifth aspect,
in a fifth implementation manner of the fifth aspect, the
NIC is specifically configured to receive an overlay-type
data packet, where the overlay-type data packet includes
an overlay header and the second data packet, the over-
lay header includes a Virtual Extensible Local Area Net-
work VXLAN header, a Network Virtualization using Ge-
neric Routing Encapsulation NVGRE header, or a State-
less Transport Tunneling STT header; and strip the over-
lay header of the overlay-type data packet, to obtain the
second data packet.
[0062] With reference to any one of the fifth aspect or
the foregoing implementation manners of the fifth aspect,
in a sixth implementation manner of the fifth aspect, be-
fore forwarding the second data packet to the destination
VM, the NIC is further configured to perform a security
group check on the second data packet, and after the
NIC determines that the second data packet passes the
security group check, perform the step of forwarding the
second data packet to the destination VM.
[0063] According to a sixth aspect of this application,
a data packet processing method is provided, and the
method is applied to the computing device provided in
the fifth aspect. The method includes: sending, by a host,
configuration information of a virtual switch port to a NIC;
configuring at least one NIC port on the NIC according
to the configuration information of the virtual switch port,
where each NIC port connects, by using an SR-I/OV tech-
nology, to one VM running on the host; receiving, by the
NIC, a second data packet of a data flow, and querying
a flow table set according to matching information of the
second data packet, to obtain a flow table corresponding
to the data flow, where the flow table corresponding to
the data flow includes data packet routing information of
the data flow, and the data packet routing information of
the data flow indicates a NIC port corresponding to a
destination VM; and forwarding the second data packet
to the destination VM according to the data packet routing
information of the data flow.
[0064] With reference to the sixth aspect, in a first im-
plementation manner of the sixth aspect, the method fur-
ther includes: receiving, by the NIC, a third data packet
of the data flow, querying the flow table set according to
matching information of the third data packet, and when
the flow table corresponding to the data flow cannot be
obtained by means of matching, forwarding the third data
packet to the host; and after receiving the third data pack-
et, obtaining, by the host, the flow table corresponding
to the data flow from an SDN controller, so that the flow
table corresponding to the data flow is added to the flow
table set.
[0065] With reference to the first implementation man-
ner of the sixth aspect, in a second implementation man-
ner of the sixth aspect, after the flow table corresponding
to the data flow is added to the flow table set, the method
further includes: querying, by the NIC, the flow table set
according to the matching information of the third data
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packet, to obtain the flow table corresponding to the data
flow, and forwarding the third data packet to the destina-
tion VM according to the data packet routing information
of the data flow.
[0066] With reference to the first implementation man-
ner of the sixth aspect, in a third implementation manner
of the sixth aspect, after the forwarding, by the NIC, the
third data packet to the host, the method further includes:
generating, by the host, a returned third data packet,
where the returned third data packet includes a port iden-
tifier corresponding to the destination VM, the port iden-
tifier is a virtual switch port identifier or a NIC port iden-
tifier, and the port identifier is added by the host according
to the data packet routing information of the data flow;
and receiving, by the NIC, the returned third data packet,
and forwarding the third data packet to the destination
VM according to the port identifier.
[0067] With reference to the first implementation man-
ner of the sixth aspect, in a fourth implementation manner
of the sixth aspect, the virtual switch communicates with
the NIC by using at least one queue, and each queue is
corresponding to one VM running on the host; and after
the forwarding, by the NIC, the third data packet to the
host, the method further includes: sending, by the host,
the third data packet to a queue corresponding to the
destination VM; and receiving, by the NIC, the third data
packet from the queue corresponding to the destination
VM, and forwarding, according to queue information of
the queue corresponding to the destination VM, the third
data packet to the destination VM from the NIC port cor-
responding to the destination VM. With reference to any
one of the sixth aspect or the foregoing implementation
manners of the sixth aspect, in a fifth implementation
manner of the sixth aspect, the receiving, by the NIC, a
second data packet specifically includes: receiving, by
the NIC, an overlay-type data packet, where the overlay-
type data packet includes an overlay header and the sec-
ond data packet, the overlay header includes a Virtual
Extensible Local Area Network VXLAN header, a Net-
work Virtualization using Generic Routing Encapsulation
NVGRE header, or a Stateless Transport Tunneling STT
header; and stripping, by the NIC, the overlay header of
the overlay-type data packet, to obtain the second data
packet.
[0068] With reference to any one of the sixth aspect or
the foregoing implementation manners of the sixth as-
pect, in a sixth implementation manner of the sixth as-
pect, before the forwarding, by the NIC, the second data
packet to the destination VM, the method further in-
cludes: performing, by the NIC, a security group check
on the second data packet, and after the NIC determines
that the second data packet passes the security group
check, performing the step of forwarding the second data
packet to the destination VM.
[0069] According to a seventh aspect of this applica-
tion, a configuration method is provided. The configura-
tion method is applied to a host, the host establishes a
communications connection to a NIC, and a VM, a virtual

switch, and a NIC driver run on the host. At least one
virtual switch port is configured on the virtual switch run-
ning on the host, and each virtual switch port is corre-
sponding to one VM running on the host. The method
includes: sending, by the NIC driver, configuration infor-
mation of the virtual switch port to the NIC, where the
configuration information of the virtual switch port indi-
cates that at least one NIC port is configured on the NIC,
and each NIC port connects, by using an SR-I/OV tech-
nology, to one VM running on the host.
[0070] According to an eighth aspect of this applica-
tion, a data packet processing method is provided, and
the method is applied to a host that executes the config-
uration method provided in the seventh aspect of this
application. When running, the host executes a host side
part in the data packet processing method provided in
the fifth aspect of this application. The method includes:
receiving, by a virtual switch running on the host, a third
data packet of a data flow; obtaining, by the virtual switch,
a flow table corresponding to the data flow from an SDN
controller; and adding, by the virtual switch or a monitor-
ing module running on the host, the flow table corre-
sponding to the data flow to a flow table set.
[0071] With reference to the eighth aspect, in a first
implementation manner of the eighth aspect, after the
adding the flow table corresponding to the data flow to a
flow table set, the method further includes: sending, by
the virtual switch, a notification message to the NIC,
where the notification message is used to notify the NIC
that the flow table corresponding to the data flow has
been added to the flow table set, so that the NIC proc-
esses the third data packet according to the flow table
that is in the flow table set and that is corresponding to
the data flow.
[0072] With reference to the eighth aspect, in a second
implementation manner of the eighth aspect, the flow ta-
ble corresponding to the data flow includes data packet
routing information of the data flow, and the method fur-
ther includes: generating, by the virtual switch, a returned
third data packet according to the data packet routing
information of the data flow, and sending the returned
third data packet to the NIC, where the returned third
data packet includes a port identifier corresponding to a
destination VM, and the port identifier is a virtual switch
port identifier or a NIC port identifier, so that the NIC
forwards the third data packet to the destination VM ac-
cording to the port identifier.
[0073] With reference to the eighth aspect, in a third
implementation manner of the eighth aspect, the virtual
switch communicates with the NIC by using at least one
queue, each queue is corresponding to one VM running
on the host, and the method further includes: sending,
by the virtual switch, the third data packet to a queue
corresponding to a destination VM; and sending, by a
NIC driver, queue information of the queue correspond-
ing to the destination VM to the NIC, so that the NIC
forwards, according to the queue information of the
queue corresponding to the destination VM, the third data
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packet to the destination VM from a NIC port correspond-
ing to the destination VM.
[0074] According to a ninth aspect of this application,
a host is provided. The host includes a processor, a mem-
ory, and a bus. The processor and the memory establish
a communications connection by using the bus. When
running, the processor executes the configuration meth-
od provided in the seventh aspect.
[0075] According to a tenth aspect of this application,
a host is provided. The host includes a processor, a mem-
ory, and a bus. The processor and the memory establish
a communications connection by using the bus. When
running, the processor executes the data packet
processing method provided in any one of the eighth as-
pect or the implementation manners of the eighth aspect.
[0076] According to an eleventh aspect of this applica-
tion, a storage medium is provided. The storage medium
stores program code, and when the program code is run
by a computing device, the configuration method provid-
ed in the seventh aspect is executed. The storage me-
dium includes but is not limited to a Flash memory, a hard
disk (HDD for short), or a solid state drive (SSD for short).
[0077] According to a twelfth aspect of this application,
a storage medium is provided. The storage medium
stores program code, and when the program code is run
by a computing device, the data packet processing meth-
od provided in any one of the eighth aspect or the imple-
mentation manners of the eighth aspect is executed. The
storage medium includes but is not limited to a Flash
memory, an HDD, or an SSD. According to a thirteenth
aspect of this application, a computer program product
is provided, and the computer program product may be
a software installation package. When the software in-
stallation package is run by a computing device, the con-
figuration method provided in the seventh aspect is ex-
ecuted.
[0078] According to a fourteenth aspect of this appli-
cation, a computer program product is provided, and the
computer program product may be a software installation
package. When the software installation package is run
by a computing device, the data packet processing meth-
od provided in any one of the eighth aspect or the imple-
mentation manners of the eighth aspect is executed.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

[0079] To describe the technical solutions in the em-
bodiments of this application more clearly, the following
briefly introduces the accompanying drawings required
for describing the embodiments.

FIG. 1 is a schematic diagram of a data center ar-
chitecture in the prior art;
FIG. 2a is a schematic diagram of an SDN architec-
ture according to an embodiment of this application;
FIG. 2b is a schematic organizational structure dia-
gram of a computing device in SDN in the prior art;
FIG. 2c is a schematic organizational structure dia-

gram of a computing device according to an embod-
iment of this application;
FIG. 3 is a schematic organizational structure dia-
gram of another computing device according to an
embodiment of this application;
FIG. 4A and FIG. 4B are a schematic flowchart of a
data packet processing method according to an em-
bodiment of this application;
FIG. 5a is a schematic organizational structure dia-
gram of another computing device according to an
embodiment of this application;
FIG. 5b is a schematic organizational structure dia-
gram of another computing device according to an
embodiment of this application;
FIG. 5c is a schematic organizational structure dia-
gram of another computing device according to an
embodiment of this application;
FIG. 5d is a schematic organizational structure dia-
gram of another computing device according to an
embodiment of this application;
FIG. 6a is a schematic organizational structure dia-
gram of a NIC according to an embodiment of this
application;
FIG. 6b is a schematic organizational structure dia-
gram of another NIC according to an embodiment of
this application; and
FIG. 6c is a schematic organizational structure dia-
gram of another NIC according to an embodiment of
this application.

DESCRIPTION OF EMBODIMENTS

[0080] The following describes the technical solutions
in the embodiments of this application with reference to
the accompanying drawings in the embodiments of this
application.
[0081] In this application, terms such as first, second,
and third are used to distinguish between objects, for
example, a first data packet, a second data packet, and
a third data packet. However, there is no logical or time-
sequential dependency among all "first", "second", and
"third".
[0082] In the specification, a data packet includes
matching information and a payload. The matching infor-
mation is used to match a match field of a flow table.
[0083] In the specification, a flow table is used to con-
trol a data flow in SDN, and may also be referred to as
an SDN flow table. Specifically, a flow table in accordance
with an OpenFlow protocol or a flow table in accordance
with another protocol may be used. The flow table in-
cludes at least a match field and an execution field. The
match field is used to match a data packet, and the ex-
ecution field is used to indicate an action that is to be
executed for a data packet that matches the flow table.
The execution field includes a data packet action identi-
fier, such as forwarding, discarding, and sending to an
SDN controller. The execution field further includes data
packet routing information, such as a destination port
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identifier of a data packet.
[0084] In the specification, a data flow indicates a se-
ries of data packets that can match a same flow table.
Specifically, all matching information of data packets in
a same data flow can match a match field of a flow table
corresponding to the data flow.
[0085] In the specification, a virtual switch is a switch-
ing device that is installed on a computing device and
that is implemented by using software, and is generally
used in SDN. A common virtual switch includes an open
vSwitch, OVS for short. The OVS is a virtual switch pro-
vided by an open source project.
[0086] In the specification, an overlay-type data packet
refers to a data packet processed by using an overlay
encapsulation technology. Specifically, the overlay en-
capsulation technology includes a Virtual Extensible Lo-
cal Area Network (VXLAN for short) technology, a Net-
work Virtualization using Generic Routing Encapsulation
(NVGRE for short) technology, and a Stateless Transport
Tunneling (STT for short) technology. The overlay-type
data packet includes two parts: an overlay header and
an original data packet. The original data packet refers
to a data packet sent by a VM or a data packet sent to a
VM through a virtual switch port. The original data packet
is overlaid with the overlay header, so that the overlay-
type data packet is transmitted in an overlay network.
Different overlay encapsulation technologies are corre-
sponding to different overlay headers.
[0087] In the specification, a flow table set includes one
or more flow tables. Two flow table sets are included in
this application, that is, a virtual-switch-accessible flow
table set and a NIC-accessible flow table set. A flow table
in the virtual-switch-accessible flow table set is used by
the virtual switch, and a flow table in the NIC-accessible
flow table set is used by the NIC. Specifically, as shown
in FIG. 2c, the virtual-switch-accessible flow table set is
generally stored in a storage device of a computing de-
vice; and the NIC-accessible flow table set may be stored
in the storage device of the computing device, or may be
stored in a storage device inside the NIC.
[0088] If both the virtual-switch-accessible flow table
set and the NIC-accessible flow table set are stored in
the storage device of the computing device, the comput-
ing device separately spares a block of memory space
in the storage device for the virtual-switch-accessible
flow table set and the NIC-accessible flow table set. In
accompanying drawings in this application, an example
that the NIC-accessible flow table set is stored in the
storage device of the computing device is described. Per-
sons skilled in the art may directly deduce a case in which
the NIC-accessible flow table set is stored inside the NIC.
[0089] In the specification, an SR-IOV technology sup-
porting a direct connection between a NIC and a VM is
used as an example. In actual usage, another technology
supporting the direct connection between the NIC and
the VM may be used.

SDN architecture applied to embodiments of this ap-
plication

[0090] FIG. 2a is a schematic diagram of an SDN ar-
chitecture applied to an embodiment of this application.
A centralized SDN controller is schematically used in
FIG. 2a. Actually, SDN controllers may also be deployed
on computing devices in a distributed manner.
[0091] A NIC, a processor, and a storage device are
disposed at a hardware layer of each computing device.
In this application, parts of each computing device other
than the NIC are referred to as a host. The processor
may be a central processing unit (CPU for short). The
storage device includes a volatile memory, such as a
random-access memory (RAM for short), and a non-vol-
atile memory , such as a read-only memory (ROM for
short), a Flash memory, an HDD, or an SSD. When each
host runs, a hardware layer of the host supports running
of a virtual switch and multiple VMs that are at a software
layer. In each computing device, a host establishes a
communications connection to a NIC. The host commu-
nicates with an external network by using the NIC. For
example, first, the NIC obtains, from the external network,
a data packet destined for a VM running on the host, and
then sends the data packet to the VM running on the
host; and a data packet sent to the external network by
the VM running on the host is first sent to the NIC, and
then sent to the external network by using the NIC.
[0092] In the following, a computing device 1 is used
as an example to demonstrate a difference between a
data packet processing process in the prior art and a data
packet processing process provided in this application.
As shown in FIG. 2b, in the prior art, after a NIC in the
computing device 1 receives a data packet from an ex-
ternal network, if it is determined that a destination of the
data packet belongs to the computing device 1, the NIC
sends the data packet to a virtual switch; and the virtual
switch performs matching between the data packet and
a flow table in a virtual-switch-accessible flow table set,
and sends, according to an indication in a matched flow
table, the data packet to a destination VM connected to
the virtual switch. It can be learned from the foregoing
data packet processing process that in the prior art, a
main running pressure is centralized on the virtual switch
in the data packet processing process. Running of the
virtual switch relies on a resource at a hardware layer of
the computing device. More processor and storage de-
vice resources occupied by the virtual switch indicate
fewer resources available for running of the VM on the
computing device. However, if an upper limit of resources
that are at the hardware layer and that can be occupied
by the virtual switch is specified, it is difficult to ensure
performance of the virtual switch with an increase of data
packet traffic.
[0093] As shown in FIG. 2c, in the data packet process-
ing process provided in this application, after a NIC in
the computing device 1 receives a data packet from an
external network, if it is determined that a destination VM
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of the data packet runs on the computing device 1, the
NIC performs matching between the data packet and a
flow table in a NIC-accessible flow table set, and sends,
according to an indication in a matched flow table, the
data packet to a destination VM connected to the NIC.
The flow table in the NIC-accessible flow table set comes
from a host. If the NIC cannot obtain, by means of match-
ing, a flow table in the NIC-accessible flow table set for
the data packet, the NIC sends the data packet to a virtual
switch. The virtual switch obtains, from an SDN control-
ler, a flow table corresponding to the data packet, and
sends the obtained flow table corresponding to the data
packet to the NIC-accessible flow table set, so that the
flow table can be used by the NIC in a subsequent data
packet processing process.
[0094] It can be learned from the foregoing data packet
processing process that in the data packet processing
process provided in this application, some running pres-
sures in the data packet processing process are trans-
ferred to the NIC. As a hardware device, the NIC not only
has high processing efficiency, but also does not need
to occupy another resource at the hardware layer during
running.
[0095] It should be noted that all VMs on the computing
device 1 in FIG. 2c are schematically connected to the
NIC. Actually, it is possible that only some VMs are con-
nected to the NIC, and the other VMs are connected to
the virtual switch. For a specific configuration manner,
not all VMs are limited to being connected to the NIC.
The computing device in FIG. 2a and FIG. 2c may be
implemented by using a computing device 200 shown in
FIG. 3. A schematic organizational structure diagram of
the computing device 200 is shown in FIG. 3. The com-
puting device 200 includes a host and a NIC 206. The
NIC 206 establishes, by using a bus 208 of the host, a
communications connection to a processor 202 and a
memory 204 of the host. The NIC 206, the processor
202, and the memory 204 may also communicate with
each other by using other means such as wireless trans-
mission. The computing device 200 communicates with
an external network by using the NIC 206.
[0096] In an operating status, at least one VM and a
virtual switch run on the host, and program code used to
implement a host-side method in a data packet process-
ing method provided in FIG. 4A and FIG. 4B is stored in
the storage device 204 and executed by the processor
202. In the operating status, the NIC 206 performs a NIC-
side method in the data packet processing method pro-
vided in FIG. 4A and FIG. 4B.
[0097] This application further provides a data packet
processing method, and the computing device in the fore-
going SDN architecture performs the method when run-
ning. A schematic flowchart of the method is shown in
FIG. 4A and FIG. 4B.
[0098] Step 402: A host of the computing device re-
ceives a first configuration information of virtual switch
port, where the first configuration information of the virtual
switch port instructs to establish at least one virtual switch

port on a virtual switch, and each virtual switch port is
corresponding to one VM running on the host.
[0099] Step 404: The host generates a second config-
uration information of a virtual switch port, and sends the
second configuration information of the virtual switch port
to a NIC of the computing device.
[0100] Specifically, an interception module running on
the host obtains the first configuration information of the
virtual switch port, and sends the first configuration infor-
mation of the virtual switch port to a NIC driver running
on the host. The NIC driver generates the second con-
figuration information of the virtual switch port according
to the first configuration information of the virtual switch
port, and sends the second configuration information of
the virtual switch port to the NIC. The first configuration
information of the virtual switch port and the second con-
figuration information of the virtual switch port have a
similar function, and the NIC driver converts the first con-
figuration information of the virtual switch port into the
second configuration information of the virtual switch port
mainly for a purpose of conforming to a specification of
communication between the NIC driver and the NIC.
[0101] Step 406: The NIC configures at least one NIC
port on the NIC according to the second configuration
information of the virtual switch port, where each NIC
port connects, by using an SR-I/OV technology, to one
VM running on the host.
[0102] The NIC port may be specifically a port of a vir-
tual function (VF for short) defined in the SR-I/OV tech-
nology.
[0103] Step 402 to step 406 are optional steps, and
step 402 to step 406 are a configuration process of the
virtual switch and the NIC. Step 402 to step 406 do not
need to be necessarily performed each time before step
408 and a step subsequent to step 408 are performed.
As shown in FIG. 5a, FIG. 5b, or FIG. 5c, in this config-
uration process, the VM running on the host connects to
the NIC by using the NIC port. Although a VS port in a
one-to-one correspondence with a VM is established on
the virtual switch, the VM running on the host does not
connect to the virtual switch.
[0104] Because the VS port is in a one-to-one corre-
spondence with the VM, and the VM is in a one-to-one
correspondence with the NIC port, the VS port is in a
one-to-one correspondence with the NIC port. In a proc-
ess of performing step 402 to step 406, a correspondence
between a VS port and a NIC port is saved into the virtual
switch, or a correspondence between a VS port and a
NIC port is saved into the NIC.
[0105] As shown in FIG. 5b or FIG. 5c, in the configu-
ration process of the virtual switch and the NIC, or before
or after the configuration process of the virtual switch and
the NIC, at least one queue needs to be further configured
for communication between the virtual switch and the
NIC. The queue is used by the virtual switch to return a
data packet received from the NIC to the NIC. There are
two queue configuration manners. As shown in FIG. 5b,
manner 1 is as follows: The virtual switch communicates
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with the NIC by using one queue, and the virtual switch
sends, to the queue, all data packets that need to be sent
to the NIC. As shown in FIG. 5c, manner 2 is as follows:
The virtual switch communicates with the NIC by using
n queues, n is a quantity of VMs running on the host, and
each queue is corresponding to one VM.
[0106] The configuration process does not need to be
perceived by an upper-layer management device. The
computing device connects, to the NIC, a VM supposed
to connect to the virtual switch, and the upper-layer man-
agement device does not need to modify configuration
information, thereby improving compatibility in the con-
figuration process and reducing an implementation diffi-
culty.
[0107] Step 408: The NIC receives a first overlay-type
data packet, where the first overlay-type data packet in-
cludes a first overlay header and a first data packet, and
the first overlay header includes a VXLAN header, an
NVGRE header, or an STT header. The first overlay-type
data packet may be sent by an external network to the
NIC. Step 410: The NIC strips the first overlay header of
the first overlay-type data packet, to obtain the first data
packet.
[0108] Compared with an action of stripping the overlay
header by the host in the prior art, an operating load of
the host is reduced when the NIC strips the overlay head-
er.
[0109] It should be noted that if the NIC directly re-
ceives the first data packet rather than the overlay-type
data packet in step 408, step 410 does not need to be
performed.
[0110] Step 412: The NIC queries a NIC-accessible
flow table set according to matching information of the
first data packet; and if no flow table in the NIC-accessible
flow table set can be obtained by means of matching,
performs step 414, step 416, and step 4181, or step 4182
to step 4184, or step 4185 and step 4186, or if a flow
table in the NIC-accessible flow table set can be obtained
by means of matching, performs step 420.
[0111] If the matching information of the first data pack-
et cannot match any flow table in the NIC-accessible flow
table set, the first data packet is the 1st data packet of a
data flow which comprises the first data packet, or the
first data packet is not the 1st data packet of the data
flow, and a flow table corresponding to the data flow has
been deleted from the NIC-accessible flow table set.
[0112] If the matching information of the first data pack-
et can match a flow table in the NIC-accessible flow table
set, it indicates that the flow table corresponding to the
data flow which comprises the first data packet has been
stored in the NIC-accessible flow table set.
[0113] Step 414: The NIC forwards the first data packet
to the virtual switch by using a host port.
[0114] The host port may be a port of a physical func-
tion (PF for short) defined in the SR-I/OV technology.
[0115] Step 416: After receiving the first data packet,
the virtual switch obtains a flow table corresponding to
the data flow, and adds the flow table corresponding to

the data flow to the NIC-accessible flow table set.
[0116] After obtaining the first data packet, the virtual
switch sends the first data packet to an SDN controller,
and receives the flow table that is generated by the SDN
controller according to the first data packet and that is
corresponding to the data flow.
[0117] Alternatively, a virtual-switch-accessible flow
table set may store information, such as a slow table,
required for generating the flow table corresponding to
the data flow. The virtual switch merely needs to generate
the flow table corresponding to the data flow according
to the information with no need to send the first data pack-
et to the SDN controller.
[0118] The virtual switch saves the flow table corre-
sponding to the data flow into the virtual-switch-accessi-
ble flow table set and the NIC-accessible flow table set.
Alternatively, a monitoring module running on the host
monitors the virtual switch to obtain the flow table corre-
sponding to the data flow. The monitoring module saves
the flow table corresponding to the data flow into the NIC-
accessible flow table set.
[0119] The flow table corresponding to the data flow is
generated by the SDN controller, and the SDN controller
does not need to learn that the VM running on the host
is actually connected to the NIC. Therefore, data packet
routing information of the data flow may specifically in-
clude a VS port identifier. Because the VS port is in a
one-to-one correspondence with the VM, and the VM is
in a one-to-one correspondence with the NIC port, the
VS port is in a one-to-one correspondence with the NIC
port. The data packet routing information of the data flow
indicates a NIC port of a destination VM. After step 416,
there are three optional solutions for sending the first
data packet to a destination VM of the first data packet.
The three optional solutions are respectively: step 4181,
step 4182 to step 4184, and step 4185 and step 4186.
Actually, any one of the three solutions may be executed
after step 416.
[0120] Step 4181: The NIC queries the NIC-accessible
flow table set according to the matching information of
the first data packet, to obtain the flow table correspond-
ing to the data flow, and forwards the first data packet to
a destination VM according to data packet routing infor-
mation of the data flow.
[0121] In this case, the NIC needs to store a corre-
spondence between a VS port identifier and a NIC port
identifier. After obtaining a VS port identifier included in
the data packet routing information of the data flow, the
NIC converts the VS port identifier into a NIC port iden-
tifier, and sends the first data packet from a NIC port
corresponding to the NIC port identifier.
[0122] After saving the flow table corresponding to the
data flow into the NIC-accessible flow table set in step
416, the virtual switch or the monitoring module sends a
notification message to the NIC. The notification mes-
sage is used to notify the NIC that the flow table corre-
sponding to the data flow has been stored in the NIC-
accessible flow table set. After receiving the notification
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message, the NIC can obtain, by means of matching ac-
cording to the matching information of the first data pack-
et, the flow table corresponding to the data flow in the
NIC-accessible flow table set.
[0123] Alternatively, after step 414, the NIC periodical-
ly attempts to match a flow table in the NIC-accessible
flow table set according to the matching information of
the first data packet. After performing of step 416 is com-
pleted, during next matching, the NIC can obtain, by
means of matching according to the matching information
of the first data packet, the flow table corresponding to
the data flow in the NIC-accessible flow table set.
[0124] In the optional step 4181, the virtual switch does
not need to perform matching between the first data pack-
et and the flow table corresponding to the data flow, and
an operating load of the virtual switch is reduced.
[0125] Step 4182: The virtual switch performs match-
ing between the first data packet and the flow table that
is corresponding to the data flow and that is in the virtual-
switch-accessible flow table set, to obtain data packet
routing information of the data flow.
[0126] Step 4183: The virtual switch generates a re-
turned first data packet according to the data packet rout-
ing information of the data flow, and sends the returned
first data packet to the NIC, where the returned first data
packet includes a port identifier corresponding to a des-
tination VM, and the port identifier is a virtual switch port
identifier or a NIC port identifier.
[0127] Step 4184: The NIC receives the returned first
data packet, and forwards the second data packet to the
destination VM according to the port identifier.
[0128] As shown in FIG. 5b, as described in step 416,
the data packet routing information of the data flow may
specifically include the VS port identifier. For example,
the destination VM of the first data packet is a VM-1, a
port that is on the virtual switch and that is corresponding
to the VM-1 is a VS port 1, a port that is on the NIC and
that is corresponding to the VM-1 is a NIC port 1, and
the data packet routing information of the data flow in-
cludes the VS port 1. In step 4183, the returned first data
packet generated by the virtual switch includes a port
identifier of the destination VM of the first data packet
and the first data packet, and the port identifier of the
destination VM of the first data packet is the VS port 1 or
the NIC port 1.
[0129] Optionally, in step 4183, the virtual switch adds
the data packet routing information of the data flow to the
returned first data packet, so that the port identifier of the
destination VM is the VS port 1; and sends the returned
first data packet to the NIC by using a queue. In this case,
the NIC needs to store the correspondence between a
VS port identifier and a NIC port identifier. After receiving
the returned first data packet, the NIC converts the VS
port 1 into the NIC port 1, and sends the first data packet
to the VM-1 by using the NIC port 1. In this implementation
manner, the virtual switch has a lower load, and operating
efficiency of the host is improved.
[0130] Optionally, in step 4183, after obtaining the data

packet routing information of the data flow, the virtual
switch converts the VS port 1 included in the data packet
routing information of the data flow into the NIC port 1,
and adds the NIC port 1 to the returned first data packet,
so that the port identifier of the destination VM is the NIC
port 1; and sends the returned first data packet to the
NIC by using a queue. In this case, the virtual switch
needs to store the correspondence between a VS port
identifier and a NIC port identifier. After receiving the re-
turned first data packet, the NIC sends the first data pack-
et to the VM-1 by using the NIC port 1. In this implemen-
tation manner, the NIC does not need to convert the port
identifier, so that a data packet can be processed more
efficiently.
[0131] Step 4185: The virtual switch sends the first da-
ta packet to a queue corresponding to a destination VM.
The virtual switch communicates with the NIC by using
at least one queue, and each VM running on the host is
corresponding to one queue.
[0132] Step 4186: The NIC receives the first data pack-
et from the queue corresponding to the destination VM,
and the NIC forwards, according to queue information of
the queue corresponding to the destination VM, the first
data packet to the destination VM from a NIC port corre-
sponding to the destination VM.
[0133] As shown in FIG. 5c, the virtual switch commu-
nicates with the NIC by using at least n queues, n is a
quantity of VMs running on the host, and each queue is
corresponding to one VM. The virtual switch performs
matching between the first data packet and the flow table
corresponding to the data flow in the virtual-switch-ac-
cessible flow table set. After obtaining the data packet
routing information of the data flow, for example, the VS
port 1, where the VS port 1 is corresponding to the VM-
1, and the VM-1 is corresponding to a queue 1, the virtual
switch sends the first data packet to the queue 1.
[0134] The NIC obtains the first data packet from the
queue 1. The NIC driver running on the host sends queue
information to the NIC, and the queue information is used
to notify the NIC that the first data packet comes from
the queue 1. The queue 1 is corresponding to the VM-1,
and the VM-1 is corresponding to the NIC port 1. There-
fore, the NIC sends the first data packet to the VM-1 by
using the NIC port 1. In this manner, the NIC is required
to store a correspondence between a queue and a NIC
port. Compared with the foregoing two optional solutions,
in this implementation manner, neither the virtual switch
nor the NIC needs to convert the data packet routing
information of the data flow into the NIC port identifier,
and data packet forwarding efficiency is improved.
[0135] Actually, in SDN, a security group is generally
configured on the VM. Therefore, after the destination
VM of the first data packet is confirmed in the three op-
tional solutions, optionally, the first data packet cannot
be sent to the destination VM of the first data packet until
the first data packet passes a security group check.
[0136] Optionally, if a static security group is config-
ured, it is first determined whether the destination VM of
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the first data packet belongs to a static security group. If
it is determined that the destination VM of the first data
packet belongs to a static security group, it is determined
whether the first data packet can match any rule of the
static security group, and if the first data packet can match
at least one rule of the static security group, the first data
packet passes a static security group check. If the des-
tination VM of the first data packet does not belong to
any static security group, a static security group check
does not need to be performed on the first data packet,
and the first data packet is directly processed according
to a first preset rule. For example, the first data packet
is sent to the destination VM of the first data packet. If
the destination VM of the first data packet belongs to a
static security group, but the first data packet cannot
match any rule of the static security group, the first data
packet cannot pass the security group check, and the
first data packet is processed according to a second pre-
set rule. For example, the first data packet is discarded.
[0137] The foregoing is a scenario in which a whitelist
is configured in the static security group. Contrary to the
scenario in which the whitelist is configured, in a scenario
in which a blacklist is configured in the static security
group, if the first data packet belongs to a static security
group, but cannot match any rule of the static security
group, the first data packet passes the security group
check. If the destination VM of the first data packet be-
longs to a static security group, and the first data packet
can match at least one rule of the static security group,
the first data packet cannot pass the static security group
check.
[0138] Optionally, if a dynamic security group is con-
figured, it is first determined whether the destination VM
of the first data packet belongs to the dynamic security
group. If the destination VM belongs to the dynamic se-
curity group, a connection track table is queried accord-
ing to the first data packet, to confirm which connection
the first data packet belongs to, and determine a status
of the connection of the first data packet and a processing
action corresponding to the first data packet. For exam-
ple, if the processing action of the first data packet in-
structs to forward the first data packet to the destination
VM of the first data packet, the first data packet passes
a dynamic security group check.
[0139] The static security group and the dynamic se-
curity group in the foregoing may be both configured. In
this case, a data packet passing both the static security
group check and the dynamic security group check pass-
es the security group check. After step 416, when step
4182 to step 4184 or step 4185 and step 4186 are per-
formed, the security group check may be implemented
by a security group module running on the host. There-
fore, if the security group module confirms that the first
data packet cannot pass the security group check, the
first data packet does not need to be sent to the NIC, and
operating efficiency of the NIC is improved. After step
416, when step 4181 is performed, the security group
check for a data packet sent to the virtual switch may be

performed by the NIC after the data packet is sent back
to the NIC.
[0140] Step 420: The NIC forwards the first data packet
to a destination VM of the first data packet according to
routing information included in a matched flow table.
[0141] The NIC obtains, by means of matching in the
NIC-accessible flow table set according to the matching
information of the first data packet, a flow table corre-
sponding to a data flow which comprises the first data
packet, and forwards the first data packet to the destina-
tion VM of the first data packet according to data packet
routing information of the data flow included in the flow
table.
[0142] In step 412, the NIC can match the first data
packet with a flow table in the NIC-accessible flow table
set. Therefore, the first data packet is not the 1st data
packet of the data flow which comprises the first data
packet.
[0143] In step 420, after the NIC obtains the routing
information included in the matched flow table, refer to
the foregoing security group check process. Optionally,
after confirming that the first data packet passes the se-
curity group check, the NIC sends the first data packet
to the destination VM of the first data packet.
[0144] After step 4181, step 4184, step 4186, or step
420, when the NIC continues to receive a subsequent
data packet of the data flow, for example, a second over-
lay data packet, where the second overlay data packet
includes a second data packet and a second overlay
header corresponding to the second data packet, if the
flow table corresponding to the data flow is still stored in
the NIC-accessible flow table set, the NIC forwards the
second data packet to the destination VM according to
the data packet routing information of the data flow. How-
ever, actually, the flow table in the NIC-accessible flow
table set may be updated with time. Although the flow
table corresponding to the data flow is added to the NIC-
accessible flow table set in step 416, when the NIC can-
not obtain, by means of matching, any flow table in the
NIC-accessible flow table set according to matching in-
formation of the second data packet, step 414, step 416,
and step 4181, or step 4182 to step 4184, or step 4185
and step 4186 are performed for the subsequent data
packet.
[0145] In the data packet processing method, a func-
tion of performing matching between a data packet and
a flow table is transferred to a NIC, so that an operating
load of a virtual switch is reduced, a VM can be better
served by using a resource at a hardware layer of a host,
and operating efficiency of a computing device is im-
proved.
[0146] Referring to FIG. 5d, FIG. 5d is a schematic
structural diagram of another computing device accord-
ing to this application. Different from that in FIG. 5a, FIG.
5b, or FIG. 5c, a VM-1 to a VM-n on the computing device
are connected to a NIC, and a VM-n+1 to a VM-n+m are
connected to a virtual switch. Configuration of the VM-
n+1 to the VM-n+m may be completed before the con-
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figuration process of the virtual switch and the NIC in
FIG. 4A and FIG. 4B is performed; or in the configuration
process of the virtual switch and the NIC in FIG. 4A and
FIG. 4B, the VM-n+1 to the VM-n+m are selectively con-
nected to the virtual switch, and the VM-1 to the VM-n
are selectively connected to the NIC. Specifically, ac-
cording to a load status of a host or according to infor-
mation carried in configuration information received by
the host, it may be configured as follows: Some VMs are
connected to the NIC, and the rest VMs are connected
to the virtual switch.
[0147] In a scenario of FIG. 5d, when the NIC receives
a data packet sent by an external network, if a destination
VM of the data packet is connected to the NIC, the fore-
going data packet processing method in FIG. 4A and
FIG. 4B is executed on the data packet; or if a destination
VM of the data packet is connected to the virtual switch,
the NIC directly sends the data packet to the virtual
switch. The virtual switch completes flow table matching
of the data packet, and sends the data packet to the des-
tination VM of the data packet. Specifically, the NIC may
implement the foregoing function by means of flow table
setting. For example, a flow table corresponding to a data
flow in which a data packet whose destination VM is con-
nected to the virtual switch is located is not stored in a
NIC-accessible flow table set. When the NIC receives
the data packet whose destination VM is connected to
the virtual switch, the NIC cannot obtain, by means of
matching, a flow table in the NIC-accessible flow table
set, and sends the data packet to the virtual switch. Al-
ternatively, the host modifies the flow table correspond-
ing to the data flow in which the data packet whose des-
tination VM is connected to the virtual switch, and then
saves the flow table into the NIC-accessible flow table
set. The modification of the flow table includes changing
routing information of the flow table to a host port. When
the NIC receives the data packet whose destination VM
is connected to the virtual switch, a matched flow table
in the NIC-accessible flow table set instructs to send the
data packet to the virtual switch by using the host port.
[0148] This application further provides a NIC 600, and
the NIC 600 may be the NIC provided in any one of the
foregoing accompanying drawings. A schematic organ-
izational structure diagram of the NIC 600 is shown in
FIG. 6a, and the NIC 600 includes a host interface 602,
a network interface 604, and a processing chip 606. The
network interface 604 is configured to communicate with
an external network, and the network interface 604 es-
tablishes a communications connection to the process-
ing chip 606. The host interface 602 is configured to com-
municate with a virtual switch, a VM, a NIC driver, and
the like that are running on a host connected to the NIC
600. The host interface 602 establishes a communica-
tions connection to the processing chip 606. In the fore-
going data packet processing method, a NIC port estab-
lished on the NIC and a host port are virtual ports, and
actually, the host port and the NIC port implement com-
munication with the host by using the host interface 602.

Referring to FIG. 3, actually, the host interface 602 may
be an interface for connecting the NIC 600 and a bus of
a computing device.
[0149] The host interface 602 is configured to obtain
configuration information of a virtual switch port from the
host connected to the NIC, and send the configuration
information of the virtual switch port to the processing
chip 606.
[0150] The processing chip 606 is configured to con-
nect, according to the configuration information of the
virtual switch port, the NIC 600 and the VM running on
the host.
[0151] Specifically, reference may be made to the fore-
going step 406. The processing chip 606 configures at
least one NIC port on the NIC according to the configu-
ration information of the virtual switch port, and each NIC
port is corresponding to one VM running on the host.
[0152] The foregoing describes functions of all units of
the NIC 600 in a configuration process of the NIC 600.
The NIC 600 may further be configured to process a data
packet, and reference may be made to step 408 and a
step after step 408 in the foregoing data packet process-
ing method.
[0153] The network interface 604 is further configured
to receive a first overlay-type data packet, and reference
may be made to step 408.
[0154] The network interface 604 sends the received
first overlay-type data packet to the processing chip 606.
[0155] The processing chip 606 is further configured
to: after receiving the first overlay-type data packet, proc-
ess the first overlay-type data packet with reference to
the foregoing step 410 and step 412.
[0156] The processing chip 606 is further configured
to perform step 412. When it is determined in step 412
that the first data packet cannot match any flow table in
a NIC-accessible flow table set, step 414 and a subse-
quent step are performed. Alternatively, when it is deter-
mined in step 412 that the first data packet can match a
flow table in a NIC-accessible flow table set, step 420 is
performed.
[0157] After step 414, the processing chip 606 exe-
cutes any one of three optional solutions. The three op-
tional solutions are respectively corresponding to the
foregoing step 4181, a part executed by a NIC side in
the foregoing step 4182 to step 4184, and a part executed
by the NIC side in the foregoing step 4185 and step 4186.
[0158] An optional solution 1 is corresponding to the
foregoing step 4181. The processing chip 606 queries
the NIC-accessible flow table set according to matching
information of the first data packet, to obtain a flow table
corresponding to a data flow which comprises the first
data packet, that is, to obtain a VS port identifier included
in data packet routing information of the data flow, and
converts the VS port identifier into a NIC port identifier.
[0159] An optional solution 2 is corresponding to the
part executed by the NIC side in the foregoing step 4182
to step 4184. The processing chip 606 receives the re-
turned first data packet, and the processing chip 606 ob-
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tains a NIC port identifier according to a port identifier
carried in the returned first data packet. If the port iden-
tifier is a virtual switch port identifier, the processing chip
606 converts the virtual switch port identifier into a NIC
port identifier. The port identifier may also be a NIC port
identifier.
[0160] An optional solution 3 is corresponding to the
part executed by the NIC side in the foregoing step 4185
and step 4186. The processing chip 606 receives the first
data packet from one queue in n queues. Because a cor-
respondence between each queue and a NIC port is pre-
configured in the processing chip 606, the processing
chip 606 may obtain a NIC port identifier corresponding
to the queue from which the first data packet is received.
[0161] The processing chip 606 performs step 412.
When determining that the first data packet can match a
flow table in the NIC-accessible flow table set, the
processing chip 606 obtains data packet routing informa-
tion of the data flow included in the matched flow table.
The data packet routing information of the data flow may
include a VS port identifier, and the processing chip 606
converts the VS port identifier into a NIC port identifier.
[0162] After the processing chip 606 performs step
412, regardless of whether the first data packet can
match a flow table in the NIC-accessible flow table set,
the processing chip 606 obtains a NIC port identifier cor-
responding to the first data packet, and the NIC port iden-
tifier is corresponding to a destination VM of a data flow
which comprises the first data packet. After determining
the destination VM of the first data packet, the processing
chip 606 is further configured to perform a security group
check on the first data packet. After determining that the
first data packet passes the security group check, the
processing chip 606 sends the first data packet to the
destination VM by using the host interface 602. For a
specific process in which the processing chip 606 per-
forms the security group check on the first data packet,
reference may be made to the foregoing data packet
processing method.
[0163] It should be noted that if the network interface
604 receives a non-overlay-type data packet, the
processing chip 606 does not need to perform step 410.
[0164] The foregoing provided NIC implements a flow
table matching function. A data packet in a NIC-acces-
sible flow table set does not need to be sent to a virtual
switch for processing, thereby reducing a load of a host,
and improving operating efficiency of a host connected
to the NIC.
[0165] The processing chip 606 may be implemented
by using an application-specific integrated circuit (ASIC
for short), or implemented by using a programmable logic
device (PLD for short). The foregoing PLD may be a com-
plex programmable logical device (CPLD for short), a
field programmable gate array (FPGA for short), a ge-
neric array logic (GAL for short), or any combination
thereof.
[0166] Specifically, as shown in FIG. 6b, the process-
ing chip 606 may include an overlay chip 6062, a flow

table matching chip 6064, and a security group check
chip 6066. The overlay chip 6062 is configured to strip
an overlay header of an overlay-type data packet sent
by the network interface 804 to the processing chip 606.
The flow table matching chip 6064 is configured to per-
form matching between a data packet whose overlay
header is stripped and a flow table stored in the NIC-
accessible flow table set.
[0167] The security group check chip 6066 is config-
ured to determine whether a data packet that matches a
flow table in the flow table matching chip 8064 passes a
security group check, and send, to a destination VM by
using the host interface 602, the data packet passing the
security group check. The overlay chip 6062 and the se-
curity group check chip 6066 are optional components.
[0168] The processing chip 606 may further be imple-
mented by using a processor, a storage device, and a
logical chip. The logical chip may be implemented by
using a PLD or an ASIC. When the processing chip 606
runs, the processor and the logical chip separately exe-
cute some functions that may be allocated in multiple
manners. For example, as shown in FIG. 6c, the logical
chip is configured to strip an overlay header of an overlay-
type data packet sent by the network interface 604 to the
processing chip 606. When running, the processor in the
processing chip 606 reads code in a memory, so as to
read a flow table in the NIC-accessible flow table set, and
send the logical chip the flow table in the NIC-accessible
flow table set, so that the logical chip performs matching
between the data packet whose overlay header is
stripped and the flow table. The processor is further con-
figured to read information required for performing a se-
curity group check, and send the information required for
performing a security group check to the logical chip, so
that the logical chip performs a security group check on
the data packet.
[0169] In the processing chip 606 of the NIC 600 shown
in FIG. 6c, the logical chip may also include an overlay
sub-chip, a flow table matching sub-chip, and a security
group check sub-chip. The overlay sub-chip and the se-
curity group check sub-chip are optional components.
The overlay sub-chip is configured to strip an overlay
header of an overlay-type data packet. The processor in
the processing chip 606 of the NIC 600 shown in FIG. 6c
is configured to obtain information required for flow table
matching or performing a security group check, and send
the information required for flow table matching or per-
forming a security group check to the logical chip. The
flow table matching sub-chip completes flow table match-
ing of a data packet according to the information required
for flow table matching. The security group check sub-
chip completes a security group check on a data packet
according to the information required for performing a
security group check.
[0170] This application further provides a data packet
processing method, and the NIC in any one of the fore-
going accompanying drawings executes the method
when running. For the method, reference may be specif-
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ically made to a part executed by a NIC side in the data
packet processing method corresponding to FIG. 4A and
FIG. 4B.
[0171] This application further provides a configuration
method, and the host in any one of the foregoing accom-
panying drawings executes the method when running.
For the method, reference may be specifically made to
step 402 and step 404 in the data packet processing
method corresponding to FIG. 4A and FIG. 4B.
[0172] This application further provides a data packet
processing method, and the host in any one of the fore-
going accompanying drawings executes the method
when running. For the method, reference may be specif-
ically made to a method executed by a host side after
step 408 in the data packet processing method corre-
sponding to FIG. 4A and FIG. 4B. The method specifically
includes step 416 and a part of sending a notification
message to the NIC after a flow table corresponding to
a data flow is saved into a NIC-accessible flow table set
in step 4181, or step 4182 and step 4183, or step 4185.
In the foregoing embodiments, the description of each
embodiment has respective focuses. For a part that is
not described in detail in an embodiment, reference may
be made to related descriptions in other embodiments.
[0173] The method described with reference to dis-
closed content in this application may be implemented
by executing a software instruction by a processor. The
software instruction may include a corresponding soft-
ware module. The software module may be stored in a
RAM, a Flash memory, a ROM, an erasable program-
mable read only memory (EPROM for short), an electri-
cally erasable programmable read-only memory (EEP-
ROM for short), a hard disk, an optical disc, or a storage
medium in any other form well-known in the art.
[0174] Persons skilled in the art should be aware that
in one or more of the foregoing examples, functions de-
scribed in this application may be implemented by using
hardware or software. When the functions are imple-
mented by software, these functions may be stored in a
computer-readable medium or transmitted as one or
more instructions or code in the computer-readable me-
dium. The storage medium may be any available medium
accessible to a general or dedicated computer.
[0175] The objectives, technical solutions, and bene-
fits of this application are further described in detail in the
foregoing specific embodiments. It should be understood
that the foregoing descriptions are merely specific em-
bodiments of this application, but are not intended to limit
the protection scope of this application. Any modification
or improvement made based on the technical solutions
of this application shall fall within the protection scope of
this application.

Claims

1. A data packet processing method, wherein the meth-
od is applied to a computing device (1), the comput-

ing device (1) comprises a network interface card,
NIC, and a host, the NIC establishes a communica-
tions connection to the host, a virtual machine, VM,
runs on the host, and the method comprises:

receiving (408), by the NIC, which is a hardware
device, a first data packet of a data flow;
querying (412), by the NIC, a NIC-accessible
flow table set according to matching information
of the first data packet; and
when a flow table corresponding to the data flow
cannot be obtained in the NIC-accessible flow
table set, forwarding (414), by the NIC, the first
data packet to a virtual switch running on the
host, wherein
after receiving the first data packet, the virtual
switch obtains (416) the flow table correspond-
ing to the data flow from a software-defined net-
working, SDN, controller, so that the flow table
corresponding to the data flow is added to the
NIC-accessible flow table set and a virtual-
switch-accessible flow table set;
after the forwarding (414), by the NIC, the first
data packet to the virtual switch, the method fur-
ther comprises:

performing(4182), by the virtual switch,
matching between the first data packet and
the flow table that is corresponding to the
data flow and that is in the virtual-switch-
accessible flow table set, to obtain data
packet routing information of the data flow;
receiving (4183), by the NIC, a first data
packet returned by the virtual switch, where-
in the returned first data packet comprises
a port identifier corresponding to a destina-
tion VM, the port identifier is a virtual switch
port identifier or a NIC port identifier, and
the port identifier is added by the virtual
switch according to the data packet routing
information of the data flow; and
forwarding (4184), by the NIC, the first data
packet to the destination VM according to
the port identifier.

2. The data packet processing method according to
claim 1, wherein at least one virtual switch port is
configured on the virtual switch running on the host,
each virtual switch port is corresponding to one VM
running on the host, and before the receiving (408),
by the NIC, the first data packet, the method further
comprises:

receiving (404), by the NIC, configuration infor-
mation of the virtual switch port; and
configuring (406), by the NIC, at least one NIC
port on the NIC according to the configuration
information of the virtual switch port, wherein
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each NIC port connects, by using a single-root
input/output virtualization, SR-I/OV, technology,
to one VM running on the host.

3. A NIC (600), wherein the NIC is a hardware device
and comprises a host interface (602), a network in-
terface (604), and a processing chip (606), the net-
work interface (604) is configured to communicate
with an external network, the network interface (604)
establishes a communications connection to the
processing chip (606), the host interface (602) is con-
figured to communicate with a host, the host inter-
face (602) establishes a communications connection
to the processing chip (606), and a VM runs on the
host;
the network interface (604) is configured to: receive
a first data packet of a data flow; and
the processing chip (606) is configured to: query a
flow table set according to matching information of
the first data packet, and when a flow table corre-
sponding to the data flow cannot be obtained in the
NIC-accessible flow table set, forward, by using the
host interface (602), the first data packet to a virtual
switch running on the host, wherein
after receiving the first data packet, the virtual switch
obtains the flow table corresponding to the data flow
from a SDN controller, so that the flow table corre-
sponding to the data flow is added to the NIC-acces-
sible flow table set and a virtual-switch-accessible
flow table set, the virtual switch performs matching
between the first data packet and the flow table that
is corresponding to the data flow and that is in the
virtual-switch-accessible flow table set, to obtain da-
ta packet routing information of the data flow;
the processing chip (606) is further configured to re-
ceive a first data packet returned by the virtual switch,
wherein the returned first data packet comprises a
port identifier corresponding to a destination VM, the
port identifier is a virtual switch port identifier or a
NIC port identifier, the port identifier is added by the
virtual switch according to data packet routing infor-
mation of the data flow, and the flow table corre-
sponding to the data flow comprises the data packet
routing information of the data flow; and the process-
ing chip (606) is further configured to forward the first
data packet to the destination VM according to the
port identifier.

4. The NIC according to claim 3 wherein at least one
virtual switch port is configured on the virtual switch
running on the host, and each virtual switch port is
corresponding to one VM running on the host; and
the processing chip (606) is further configured to re-
ceive configuration information of the virtual switch
port, and configure at least one NIC port on the NIC
according to the configuration information of the vir-
tual switch port, wherein each NIC port connects, by
using a SR-I/OV technology, to one VM running on

the host.

Patentansprüche

1. Datenpaketverarbeitungsverfahren, wobei das Ver-
fahren auf eine Rechenvorrichtung (1) angewendet
wird, wobei die Rechenvorrichtung (1) eine Netz-
werkschnittstellenkarte (NIC) und einen Host um-
fasst, wobei die NIC eine Kommunikationsverbin-
dung zu dem Host herstellt, wobei eine virtuelle Ma-
schine (VM) auf dem Host ausgeführt wird, und wo-
bei das Verfahren Folgendes umfasst:

Empfangen (408) eines ersten Datenpakets ei-
nes Datenstroms durch die NIC, bei der es sich
um eine Hardwarevorrichtung handelt;
Abfragen (412), durch die NIC, eines für die NIC
zugänglichen Flow-Tabellensatzes gemäß
übereinstimmenden Informationen des ersten
Datenpakets; und
wenn eine dem Datenstrom entsprechende
Flow-Tabelle nicht in dem für die NIC zugängli-
chen Flow-Tabellensatz erlangt werden kann,
Weiterleiten (414), durch die NIC, des ersten
Datenpakets an einen virtuellen Switch, der auf
dem Host ausgeführt wird, wobei nach dem
Empfang des ersten Datenpakets der virtuelle
Switch die dem Datenstrom entsprechende
Flow-Tabelle von einem Softwaredefinierten
Netzwerk-Controller (SDN-Controller) erlangt
(416), sodass die dem Datenstrom entspre-
chende Flow-Tabelle dem für die NIC zugäng-
lichen Flow-Tabellensatz und einem für den vir-
tuellen Switch zugänglichen Flow-Tabellensatz
hinzugefügt wird;
nach dem Weiterleiten (414) des ersten Daten-
pakets an den virtuellen Switch durch die NIC
das Verfahren ferner Folgendes umfasst:

Durchführen (4182), durch den virtuellen
Switch, eines Abgleichs zwischen dem ers-
ten Datenpaket und der Flow-Tabelle, die
dem ersten Datenstrom entspricht und die
sich in dem für den virtuellen Switch zu-
gänglichen Flow-Tabellensatz befindet, um
Datenpaket-Routinginformationen des Da-
tenstroms zu erlangen;
Empfangen (4183), durch die NIC, eines
durch den virtuellen Switch zurückgesen-
deten ersten Datenpakets, wobei das zu-
rückgesendete erste Datenpaket eine Port-
Kennung umfasst, die einer Ziel-VM ent-
spricht, wobei es sich bei der Port-Kennung
um eine Port-Kennung für den virtuellen
Switch oder eine Port-Kennung für die NIC
handelt, und wobei die Port-Kennung durch
den virtuellen Switch gemäß den Datenpa-
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ket-Routinginformationen des Datenstroms
hinzugefügt wird; und
Weiterleiten (4184), durch die NIC, des ers-
ten Datenpakets an die Ziel-VM gemäß der
Port-Kennung.

2. Datenpaketverarbeitungsverfahren nach Anspruch
1, wobei mindestens ein virtueller Switch-Port an
dem virtuellen Switch konfiguriert ist, der auf dem
Host ausgeführt wird, wobei jeder virtuelle Switch-
Port einer VM entspricht, die auf dem Host ausge-
führt wird, und wobei vor dem Empfangen (408) des
ersten Datenpakets durch die NIC das Verfahren fer-
ner Folgendes umfasst:

Empfangen (404) von Konfigurationsinformati-
onen des virtuellen Switch-Ports durch die NIC;
und
Konfigurieren (406), durch die NIC, mindestens
eines NIC-Ports an der NIC gemäß den Konfi-
gurationsinformationen des virtuellen Switch-
Ports, wobei jeder NIC-Port unter Verwendung
einer Technologie zur Single-Root-Input/Out-
put-Virtualisierung (SR-I/OV) mit einer auf dem
Host ausgeführten VM verbunden ist.

3. NIC (600), wobei die NIC eine Hardwarevorrichtung
ist und eine Host-Schnittstelle (602), eine Netzwerk-
schnittstelle (604) und einen Verarbeitungschip
(606) umfasst, wobei die Netzwerkschnittstelle (604)
dazu konfiguriert ist, mit einem externen Netzwerk
zu kommunizieren, wobei die Netzwerkschnittstelle
(604) einen Kommunikationsverbindung zu dem
Verarbeitungschip (606) herstellt, wobei die Host-
Schnittstelle (602) dazu konfiguriert ist, mit einem
Host zu kommunizieren, wobei die Host-Schnittstel-
le (602) eine Kommunikationsverbindung zu dem
Verarbeitungschip (606) herstellt, und wobei eine
VM auf dem Host ausgeführt wird; wobei die Netz-
werkschnittstelle (604) zu Folgendem konfiguriert
ist: Empfangen eines ersten Datenpakets eines Da-
tenstroms; und wobei der Verarbeitungschip (606)
zu Folgendem konfiguriert ist:

Abfragen eines Flow-Tabellensatzes gemäß
übereinstimmenden Informationen des ersten
Datenpakets, und wenn eine dem Datenstrom
entsprechende Flow-Tabelle nicht in dem für die
NIC zugänglichen Flow-Tabellensatz erlangt
werden kann, Weiterleiten des ersten Datenpa-
kets an einen auf dem Host ausgeführten virtu-
ellen Switch unter Verwendung der Host-
Schnittstelle (602), wobei
nach dem Empfang des ersten Datenpakets der
virtuelle Switch die dem Datenstrom entspre-
chende Flow-Tabelle von einem SDN-Control-
ler erlangt, sodass die dem Datenstrom entspre-
chende Flow-Tabelle dem für die NIC zugäng-

lichen Flow-Tabellensatz und einem für den vir-
tuellen Switch zugänglichen Flow-Tabellensatz
hinzugefügt wird, wobei der virtuelle Switch ei-
nen Abgleich zwischen dem ersten Datenpaket
und der Flow-Tabelle durchführt, die dem Da-
tenstrom entspricht und die sich in dem für den
virtuellen Switch zugänglichen Flow-Tabellen-
satz befindet, um Datenpaket-Routinginforma-
tionen des Datenstroms zu erlangen;
wobei der Verarbeitungschip (606) ferner dazu
konfiguriert ist, ein durch den virtuellen Switch
zurückgesendetes Datenpaket zu empfangen,
wobei das zurückgesendete Datenpaket eine
Port-Kennung umfasst, die einer Ziel-VM ent-
spricht, wobei es sich bei der Port-Kennung um
eine Port-Kennung für den virtuellen Switch
oder um eine Port-Kennung für die NIC handelt,
wobei die Port-Kennung durch den virtuellen
Switch gemäß den Datenpaket-Routinginfor-
mationen des Datenstroms hinzugefügt wird,
und wobei die dem Datenstrom entsprechende
Flow-Tabelle die Datenpaket-Routinginformati-
onen des Datenstroms umfasst; und wobei der
Verarbeitungschip (606) ferner dazu konfigu-
riert ist, das erste Datenpaket an die Ziel-VM
gemäß der Port-Kennung weiterzuleiten.

4. NIC nach Anspruch 3, wobei mindestens ein virtu-
eller Switch-Port an dem virtuellen Switch konfigu-
riert ist, der auf dem Host ausgeführt wird, und wobei
jeder virtuelle Switch-Port einer auf dem Host aus-
geführten VM entspricht; und
wobei der Verarbeitungschip (606) ferner dazu kon-
figuriert ist, Konfigurationsinformationen des virtuel-
len Switch-Ports zu empfangen und mindestens ei-
nen NIC-Port an der NIC gemäß den Konfigurations-
informationen des virtuellen Switch-Ports zu konfi-
gurieren, wobei jeder NIC-Port unter Verwendung
einer SR-I/OV-Technologie mit einer auf dem Host
ausgeführten VM verbunden ist.

Revendications

1. Procédé de traitement de paquets de données, le
procédé étant appliqué à un dispositif informatique
(1), le dispositif informatique (1) comprend une carte
d’interface réseau, NIC, et un hôte, la NIC établit une
connexion de communication avec l’hôte, une ma-
chine virtuelle, VM, s’exécute sur l’hôte, et le procédé
comprenant :

la réception (408), par la NIC, qui est un dispositif
matériel, d’un premier paquet de données d’un
flux de données ;
l’interrogation (412), par la NIC, d’un ensemble
de tables de flux accessibles à la NIC selon des
informations de concordance du premier paquet
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de données ; et
lorsqu’une table de flux correspondant au flux
de données ne peut pas être obtenue dans l’en-
semble de tables de flux accessibles à la NIC,
le réacheminement (414), par la NIC, du premier
paquet de données à un commutateur virtuel
s’exécutant sur l’hôte, dans lequel
après réception du premier paquet de données,
le commutateur virtuel obtient (416) la table de
flux correspondant au flux de données depuis
un dispositif de commande de réseautique logi-
cielle, SDN, de sorte que la table de flux corres-
pondant au flux de données soit ajoutée à l’en-
semble de tables de flux accessibles à la NIC
et à un ensemble de tables de flux accessibles
au commutateur virtuel ;
après le réacheminement (414), par la NIC, du
premier paquet de données au commutateur vir-
tuel, le procédé comprenant en outre :

la réalisation (4182), par le commutateur
virtuel, d’une concordance entre le premier
paquet de données et la table de flux qui
correspond au flux de données et qui est
dans l’ensemble de tables de flux accessi-
bles au commutateur virtuel, pour obtenir
des informations de routage de paquet de
données du flux de données ;
la réception (4183), par la NIC, d’un premier
paquet de données renvoyé par le commu-
tateur virtuel, dans lequel le premier paquet
de données renvoyé comprend un identi-
fiant de port correspondant à une VM de
destination, l’identifiant de port est un iden-
tifiant de port de commutateur virtuel ou un
identifiant de port de NIC, et l’identifiant de
port est ajouté par le commutateur virtuel
selon les informations de routage de paquet
de données du flux de données ; et
le réacheminement (4184), par la NIC, du
premier paquet de données à la VM de des-
tination selon l’identifiant de port.

2. Procédé de traitement de paquets de données selon
la revendication 1, dans lequel au moins un port de
commutateur virtuel est conçu sur le commutateur
virtuel s’exécutant sur l’hôte, chaque port de com-
mutateur virtuel correspond à une VM s’exécutant
sur l’hôte, et avant la réception (408), par la NIC, du
premier paquet de données, le procédé comprend
en outre :

la réception (404), par la NIC, d’informations de
configuration du port de commutateur virtuel ; et
la configuration (406), par la NIC, d’au moins un
port de NIC sur la NIC selon les informations de
configuration du port de commutateur virtuel,
dans lequel chaque port de NIC se connecte,

en utilisant une technologie de virtualisation
d’entrée/sortie à racine simple, SR-I/OV, à une
VM s’exécutant sur l’hôte.

3. NIC (600), la NIC étant un dispositif matériel et com-
prenant une interface hôte (602), une interface ré-
seau (604) et une puce de traitement (606), l’inter-
face réseau (604) est conçue pour communiquer
avec un réseau externe, l’interface réseau (604) éta-
blit une connexion de communication avec la puce
de traitement (606), l’interface hôte (602) est conçue
pour communiquer avec un hôte, l’interface hôte
(602) établit une connexion de communication avec
la puce de traitement (606), et une VM s’exécute sur
l’hôte ;
l’interface réseau (604) est conçue pour : recevoir
un premier paquet de données d’un flux de
données ; et
la puce de traitement (606) est conçue pour : inter-
roger un ensemble de tables de flux selon des infor-
mations de concordance du premier paquet de don-
nées, et lorsqu’une table de flux correspondant au
flux de données ne peut pas être obtenue dans l’en-
semble de tables de flux accessibles à la NIC, réa-
cheminer, en utilisant l’interface hôte (602), le pre-
mier paquet de données à un commutateur virtuel
s’exécutant sur l’hôte, dans laquelle
après réception du premier paquet de données, le
commutateur virtuel obtient la table de flux corres-
pondant au flux de données depuis un dispositif de
commande de SDN, de sorte que la table de flux
correspondant au flux de données soit ajoutée à l’en-
semble de tables de flux accessibles à la NIC et à
un ensemble de tables de flux accessibles au com-
mutateur virtuel, le commutateur virtuel réalise une
concordance entre le premier paquet de données et
la table de flux qui correspond au flux de données
et qui est dans l’ensemble de tables de flux acces-
sibles au commutateur virtuel, pour obtenir des in-
formations de routage de paquet de données du flux
de données ;
la puce de traitement (606) est en outre conçue pour
recevoir un premier paquet de données renvoyé par
le commutateur virtuel, dans laquelle le premier pa-
quet de données renvoyé comprend un identifiant
de port correspondant à une VM de destination,
l’identifiant de port est un identifiant de port de com-
mutateur virtuel ou un identifiant de port de NIC,
l’identifiant de port est ajouté par le commutateur
virtuel selon des informations de routage de paquet
de données du flux de données, et la table de flux
correspondant au flux de données comprend les in-
formations de routage de paquet de données du flux
de données ; et la puce de traitement (606) est en
outre conçue pour réacheminer le premier paquet
de données à la VM de destination selon l’identifiant
de port.
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4. NIC selon la revendication 3, dans laquelle au moins
un port de commutateur virtuel est conçu sur le com-
mutateur virtuel s’exécutant sur l’hôte, et chaque port
de commutateur virtuel correspond à une VM s’exé-
cutant sur l’hôte ; et
la puce de traitement (606) est en outre conçue pour
recevoir des informations de configuration du port
de commutateur virtuel, et configurer au moins un
port de NIC sur la NIC selon les informations de con-
figuration du port de commutateur virtuel, dans la-
quelle chaque port de NIC se connecte, en utilisant
une technologie SR-I/OV, à une VM s’exécutant sur
l’hôte.
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